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Content Networking: Architecture, Protocols, and Practice (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
"This book is an invaluable resource for anyone interested in understanding the rationale and technology driving the evolution of the Web. I especially liked the way the authors tie together the various elements and protocols that make up content distribution systems over the Web."
--Prof. Dr. Ralf Steinmetz, Head of Multimedia...

		

Professional Search Engine Optimization with PHP: A Developer's Guide to SEOWrox Press, 2007
Professional Search Engine Optimization with PHP
    

    Search engine optimization (SEO) is not only the job of the marketing department. It must be considered from a web site's inception and throughout its lifetime by you, the web site developer. Making changes to the architecture of a web site and modifying presentation techniques...


		

CyberForensics: Understanding Information Security Investigations (Springer's Forensic Laboratory Science Series)Humana Press, 2010


	The introduction was composed by Jennifer L. Bayuk, the editor of this volume. It

	briefly describes the history of the cyberforensics field and places the subsequent

	chapters into context. The last section of the introduction, Expert Explanations,

	describes the format of the following sections and also how the sections complement...





		

CMMI Distilled: A Practical Introduction to Integrated Process Improvement (3rd Edition) (The SEI Series in Software Engineering)Addison Wesley, 2008
CMMI® (Capability Maturity Model® Integration) is an integrated,  extensible framework for improving process capability and quality  across an organization. It has become a cornerstone in the  implementation of continuous improvement for both industry and  governments around the world. Rich in both detail and guidance for a  wide set of...

		

Essential Technical Analysis: Tools and Techniques to Spot Market TrendsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	An Introduction to Technical Analysis from One of the Top Names in the Business


	"Essential Technical Analysis is a highly valued resource for technical traders. The importance of comprehensive and well-researched market behaviors, indicators, and systems were well expressed graphically with many examples. No technical analyst...


		

Software Performance and Scalability: A Quantitative ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Praise from the Reviewers:

"The practicality of the subject in a real-world situation distinguishes this book from others available on the market."

—Professor Behrouz Far, University of Calgary

"This book could replace the computer organization texts now in use that every CS and CpE...






		

Java Web Services Architecture (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Written by industry thought leaders, Java Web Services Architecture is a no-nonsense guide to web services technologies including SOAP, WSDL, UDDI and the JAX APIs. This book is the trusted advisor to systems architects and provides an unbiased look at many of the practical considerations for implementing web services including authorization,...

		

The Protocols (TCP/IP Illustrated, Volume 1)Addison Wesley, 1993
TCP/IP Illustrated is a complete and detailed guide to the entire TCP/IP protocol suite-with an important difference from other books on the subject. Rather than just describing what the RFCs say the protocol suite should do, this unique book uses a popular diagnostic tool so you may actually watch the protocols in action.By...


		

UNIX® Network Programming Volume 1, Third Edition: The Sockets Networking APIAddison Wesley, 2003
Everyone will want this book because it provides a great mix of practical  experience, historical perspective, and a depth of understanding that only comes  from being intimately involved in the field. I've already enjoyed and learned  from reading this book, and surely you will too."
-Sam Leffler
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Software Measurement and Estimation: A Practical ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
An effective, quantitative approach for estimating and managing software projects 
How many people do I need? When will the quality be good enough for commercial sale? Can this really be done in two weeks? Rather than relying on instinct, the authors of Software Measurement and Estimation offer a new, tested approach that includes the...

		

Advanced Programming in the UNIX® Environment: Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2005
"Stephen Rago's update is a long overdue benefit to the community of  professionals using the versatile family of UNIX and UNIX-like operating  environments. It removes obsolescence and includes newer developments. It also  thoroughly updates the context of all topics, examples, and applications to  recent releases of popular implementations...

		

Assessment of AphasiaOxford University Press, 2002
This book is addressed to the practicing speech clinician and neuropsychologist dealing with aphasic adults and children, as well as with children who have delayed or disordered language development. It is also written as a primary or ancillary text in graduate courses dealing with the assessment of speech and language problems. To...
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